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Abstract Due to its potential, using virtual machines in grid computing is attract-
ing increasing attention. Most of the researches focus on how to create or destroy a
virtual execution environments for different kinds of applications, while the policy
of managing the virtual environments is not widely discussed. This paper proposes
the design, implementation, and evaluation of an adaptive and dependable virtual
execution environment for grid computing, ADVE, which focuses on the policy of
managing virtual machines in grid environments. To build a dependable virtual exe-
cution environments for grid applications, ADVE provides an set of adaptive policies
managing virtual machine, such as when to create and destroy a new virtual execution
environment, when to migrate applications from one virtual execution environment
to a new virtual execution environment. We conduct experiments over a cluster to
evaluate the performance of ADVE, and the experimental results show that ADVE
can improve the throughput and the reliability of grid resources with the adaptive
management of virtual machines.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, grid computing attracts more and more attentions in high performance
computing area. By defining standardized protocols for discovering, accessing, mon-
itoring, and managing remote computers, storage systems, networks, and other re-
sources, grid technologies make it possible to allocate resources to applications dy-
namically, in an on-demand fashion [14]. However, while grids offer users access to
many diverse and powerful resources, they do little to ensure that once a resource is
accessed, it fulfills user expectations for quality of service. The problem is that most
grid platforms today do not support performance isolation: activities associated with
one user or virtual organization (VO) [15] can influence the performance seen by
other processes executing on the same platform in an uncontrolled way. Another se-
rious issue is that while grids provide access to many resources with diverse software
configurations, a user’s application will typically run only in a specific, customized
software environment. Variations in operating systems, middleware versions, library
environments, and file system layouts all pose barriers to application portability.

Due to its potential, virtual machine is attractive to high performance computers.
Virtual machines present the image of a dedicated raw machine to each user [22]. This
abstraction is very powerful for grid computing because users then become strongly
decoupled from the system software of the underlying resource, and other users shar-
ing the resource. In terms of administration, virtual machines allow the configuration
of an entire operating system to be independent from that of the computational re-
source; it is possible to completely represent a VM “guest” machine by its virtual
state (e.g., stored in a conventional file) and instantiate it in any VM “host”, indepen-
dently of the location or the software configuration of the host. Furthermore, we can
migrate running VMs to appropriate resources. Upon the above reasons, the merge of
virtual machine and grid computing is promising.

In this paper, we present an adaptive and dependable virtual environment for grid
computing, ADVE, which allows a grid client to define an environment in terms of
its requirements (such as resource requirements or software configuration), manage
it, and then deploy the environment in the grid. Moreover, ADVE can change its con-
figuration during the runtime. For example, ADVE can handle the problem when and
where to create a virtual execution environment, when to change the number of the
virtual execution environments, and what kind of situation to migrate one application
to another virtual execution environment. ADVE is implemented with virtual ma-
chine technology and the adaptive component [6]. The virtual machine technology
supports the definition, deployment, and destroying of the virtual execution environ-
ment, and the adaptive component handles the dynamic management of the virtual
execution environment.

We summarize our contributions as follows: (1) Using virtual machines, we imple-
ment an adaptable virtual execution environment, which can be adaptable according
to user requirement and system status; (2) The real system evaluation shows that
ADVE can make grid application more reliable.
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Fig. 1 Components of ADVE

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the archi-
tecture of ADVE. The implementation of VEE manager, a key component in ADVE
which controls virtual machines, is presented in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, the performance
evaluations are presented. Section 5 discusses the related work, and we conclude our
work in Sect. 6 with a brief look at the future work.

2 Architecture of ADVE

In this section, we first present the architecture of ADVE, and then discuss the
adaptive model in ADVE, which makes dynamic actions according to the dynamic
changes of the grid environments and users’ requests. Later, the situations for adap-
tation is presented, and the policies and plans are also presented in this section.

2.1 Components of ADVE

As illustrated in Sect. 1, ADVE is implemented with virtual machines and adaptive
components. The adaptive capability of ADVE is fulfilled by the Dynaco compo-
nent [10]. Dynaco is a component which provides the capability for developers to
make adaptive decisions with policies and plans. The components of ADVE is shown
in Fig. 1. ADVE is composed by three parts: the adaptive component, the virtual
execution adaptor (VEA), and the virtual execution environment (VEE).

– Adaptive components. Adaptive components are implemented with Dynaco. In
ADVE, the Dynaco gets the system information of the grid environment from
Monitor with pull or push method, the Monitor collects the information of the grid
environment and job status, such as the network traffic, cpu load, and job requests.
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The Dynaco make adaptive decisions with the internal components of Decider and
Planner. Decider makes strategies to guide the planner to make an adaptive plan
for executor. The Decider makes the strategy based on the policy, which describes
component-specific information required to make the decisions. The Planner is a
program that modifies the components. The planner makes an adaptation plan that
makes the component adopt a given strategy by the decider, and the plan-making is
based on the guide. The executor take the adaptive action to the outsider. The Ex-
ecutor is a virtual machine to interpret the plan provided by the planner by means
of actions. For example creating a virtual execution environment is an action. Dy-
naco has implemented the dynamic framework; we only add adaptive policies and
guides to guide the adaptation, for example, upon system overload, create an new
virtual execution environment is a policy, and transfer the new image and deploy
the new image can be the guide for the strategy of creating a new virtual execution.

– Virtual execution adaptor. The virtual execution adaptor is a bridge between the
Dynaco and the virtual execution environment. Because Dynaco only handles the
adaptive policy, the VEE creation and management should be handled by the grid
middleware, and interaction between the virtual machine and the grid also needs
a bridge to fix the gap, for example, creating a virtual execution environment and
executing grid application on it should handle the interaction between grid mid-
dlewares and virtual machines. The VEA have the following functions: passing the
request of a grid user to VEA and transferring the responses back from the VEEs to
the grid user; pulling and pushing the monitoring information of the VEEs to the
monitor; passing the deployment and suspending action from Dynaco to VEEs;
starting the applications on the virtual environment; and migrating one application
from one VEE to another environment.

– Virtual execution environment. The VEE is based on Globus virtual work-
space [20]. The VEE refines the execution environment layer in grid architecture:
rather than mapping jobs directly onto hardware resources, VEE maps jobs to pre-
configured execution environments which can then be mapped to grid resources.
Since a VEE may exist beyond its deployment, and may in fact be deployed many
times on different resources during its lifetime, two new services are introduced:
VEE Repository which provides a management interface to execution environ-
ment, and VEE Manager which orchestrates their deployment. In order to create
a VEE instance, VEA contacts the VEE Factory with a VEE description by XML
schema. A negotiation process may take place to ensure that the VEE is created in
a policy controlled way. The newly created VEE is registered with a VEE Repos-
itory, which provides a grid service interface allowing for inspection and man-
agement of VEE and keeps track of resources implementing VEE such as virtual
machine images. As a result of creation the client is returned a WSRF [8] end-
point reference (EPR) to the workspace. To deploy a VEE on a specific resource,
VEA contacts a VEE Manager grid service on that resource and presents it the
VEE’s EPR. The VEE Manager allows a client to deploy/undeploy, start/stop, and
also pause/unpause execution environment. Based on such functions, the adaptive
components can make adaptive actions to improve the execution performance.
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2.2 Model of adaptive virtual environment

As mentioned above, ADVE tries to provide a flexible and dependable environment
for grid applications. The targets of ADVE system is to improve the ratio of the
grid resources’ usage and to enhance the application reliability. These targets are
fulfilled by the adaptive model in ADVE system. To illustrate the adaptive model,
some definitions are presented first.

Definition 1 Throughput (T): Throughput of a grid resource (R) is defined as the
number of requests that R can handle in a specific time interval (t).

Definition 2 Reliability (r): Reliability of a grid application is defined as the possi-
bility that no application failure has occurred in a specific time interval (t).

Definition 3 Adaptive Overhead (AO): The adaptive overhead is defined as the sum
of the Dynaco starting time and passing adaptive instruction to actions. The time for
passing adaptive instruction to actions refers to the time that the instruction passing
from decider to VEA.

Definition 4 Virtual Machine Overhead (VMO): The virtual machine overhead is
defined as the execution time for starting/stopping, pausing/unpausing, and deploy-
ing/undeploying of the virtual machine.

To improve the throughput of the grid resources, ADVE creates a new VEE dy-
namically according to user requests and resources usage. To enhance the reliability
of an application, ADVE creates a new VEE to migrate the application or to create an
replica of the application. ADVE uses a decision-making method to make adaptive
actions to improve the system performance. The target equation for decision making
is shown in (1).

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

Maxmum(T );
Maxmum(r);
Minmum(AO ∗ i + VMO ∗ j),

(1)

where i in (1) refers to the number of actions that Dynaco takes, and j refers to the
number of virtual machine management. According to (1), the adaptive model in
ADVE is a multiobjective decision making problem, and ADVE takes Analytic Hier-
archy Process Method (AHP) to make decisions [30].

2.3 Situations for adaptation

To illustrate the adaptive model, we first present the situations for adaptation. Gener-
ally, there are three situations that ADVE will make adaptive actions to improve the
performance, they are as follows:

– Number of request changes. When there are new users’ requests arrive, the load for
each VEE changes, and ADVE will compute the decision-making target function
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Table 1 Policies for the change
of user request numbers Situation Strategy

{upon request increase over a threshold} create a new VEE

{upon request decrease than a threshold} undeploy a VEE

Fig. 2 Plan template for
creating a new VEE

Algorithm: Create a new VEE
Preparing a virtual machine image;
Searching available resources for deploying;
Transferring virtual machine as grid services;
Returning VEEID;

to decide whether to create a new VEE or not. At the other side, when the number
of users’ request decrease, ADVE will compute the decision-making target func-
tion to decide whether to stop a VEE to decrease the management overhead and
execution management of a virtual machine.

– Computational load changes. When one computational resources is overload, for
example CPU is overload, ADVE will create a new VEE to handle this. When some
computational load decrease, ADVE will undeploy a VEE to reduce the manage-
ment overhead.

– Resources down. In grid environment, it is very common that some resources are
down during job execution. When some resources down, ADVE will create new
VEEs on new available resources to take over the request on failed resources.

2.4 Adaptive policies and plans

Based on the situation analysis above, we can present the adaptive policies and the
plans in ADVE, the policies and the plans are defined with Java language which
can be recognized and interpreted by Dynaco system. To illustrate policies and plans
simply, we take a natural language to present them. The policy for the change of
request numbers can be given as Table 1.

In Table 1, there are two actions that need plans to guide, and they are create a
new VEE and undeploy a VEE. Figure 2 shows the plan template for creating a VEE.
As shown in Fig. 2, to create a new VEE, ADVE needs to take the following actions:
preparing a virtual machine image for the VEE; searching available resources to de-
ploy the virtual machine; transferring the virtual machine to the selected resources;
deploying the virtual machine as grid services; and returning the ID of VEE to the
VEE manager.

3 Implementation of VEE manager

As illustrated above, the VEE manager is a controller for virtual machines; the con-
trolling function includes monitoring, deploying, and load balancing. The load bal-
ancing function refers to live migration of virtual machines which can lead to load
balancing for back-end severs.
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Fig. 3 Architecture of the
monitor

3.1 Monitor

To launch a VEE, the VEE manager needs a clear understanding of the up-to-the-
minute system conditions. Monitor is the fundamental component of VEE manager.
In ADVE, the Monitor is implemented by three module, the Monitor Center, which is
deployed on the front-end of the servers, the Daemon, which is a distributed module
deployed on Virtual Machine Manager (VMM), and the Agent which is deployed
inside the guest OS on the cluster nodes. The architecture of the Monitor is shown in
Fig. 3.

Initially, the Agent obtains system information of guest OS while Daemon ac-
quires physical resource information and VMM information of Host OS. Next, Mon-
itor Center gathers information from each Daemon and performs analysis processing
to maintain an overall information record. Then, according to the status, the VEE
manager determines what to do, e.g., migrating one VM from one node to another
node.

Agent mainly concerns about processes or jobs running inside a virtual machine
as well as their resource usage information. Such information provides basis for ad-
justing reserved physical computing resource for virtual machines. Meanwhile, many
types of statistical data and analytical data are offered to administrators to help them
gain a deeper insight into the system. Daemon focuses on physical computing re-
source usage in a physical machine. Such information is crucial for deploying virtual
machines. As resource is limited, we cannot deploy too many virtual machines on a
single node arbitrarily. Before creating a virtual machine, VEE manager examines the
information of physical machine carefully to make sure that there is enough physical
computing resource left. Moreover, to migrate a virtual machine also needs checking
the information beforehand because it requires sufficient memory available in target
physical machine.

Monitor Center supervises the availability of every single physical node. Each
physical node has two states: valid or invalid. A physical node is invalid implies that
any operation related to this node would fail. For that a valid node could become
invalid at any moment and vice versa, Monitor Center updates the states of physical
machines periodically. Sometimes analysis processing is necessary especially when
dealing with many virtual machines. For example, IP addresses of virtual machines
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could be displayed in a list, which, apparently, fails to intuitively reveal the network
interconnections between virtual machines. Monitor Center analyzes the relationship
of IP addresses and then generates a diagram depicting network topological structure.

3.2 Deployment

To launch a VEE for an application, VEE manager needs to deploy a virtual machine;
the traditional process is extremely time-consuming. The process goes like this: first,
create a virtual machine with a blank disk image; second, install an operating system
(Guest OS) on this virtual machine; and finally, setup the application and its require-
ments. In ADVE, we present several ways to decrease the deployment time.

Firstly, VEE manager offers dozens of virtual machine images with preinstalled
operating system as virtual machine templates. By cloning virtual machine template,
we can deploy one or more virtual machines very easily and quickly. Therefore, it
frees administrators from installing the operating system over and over. Templates
are managed by the Monitor Center while cloned images are accessed by cluster
nodes on which Daemon runs.

Secondly, VEE manager takes incremental template deployment for virtual ma-
chines. It takes a long time to duplicate dozens of disk images for grid users. An in-
cremental disk image can be used to store the changes to another disk image, without
actually affecting the contents of the original image; incremental disk image and base
disk image combined to be an integrated disk image for a virtual machine. Base disk
image is read-only, which means that all write operation is acted on the incremental
disk image. When a new job wants to read an area, the VEE manager first checks
if that area is allocated within the incremental disk image. If not, the VEE manager
reads the area from the base disk image. The VEE manager takes the QCOW image
format for storing the virtual machine image. The QCOW image format is one of the
disk image formats supported by the QEMU processor emulator. The share-base disk
image and incremental disk image deployment management is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 Incremental template deployment
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3.3 Load balancing

To raise resource utilization ratio, the VEE manager presents two levels of load-
balancing functions: The first level is dynamic allocating memory and CPU alloca-
tion for virtual machines on a single physical machine (single-node level), and the
other level refers to live migration of virtual machines which can adjust resources
between physical nodes (multinode level). In single-node level, if a virtual machine
is far from fully utilized, the VEE manager will cut down its computing resource and
give more resources to other virtual machines. Reversely, if a virtual machine is over-
loaded, the VEE manager is supposed to promote its performance by appropriately
reserving more physical resources for it. As to the multinode level, one case is that a
physical machine would be overloaded due to too many virtual machines competing
for limited CPU and memory resources. Monitor Center would detect this situation
and generate a migrating plan for the VEE manager, then the VEE manager executes
the plan to move virtual machines from an overloaded physical machine to com-
paratively idle physical machines. Another case is that the physical resource is too
fragmentary resulting from virtual machines being created and destroyed. Resource
fragments may prevent us from deploying more virtual machines. If this happens,
the Monitor Center would suggest another migrating plan for the VEE manager, and
the VEE manager will combine resource fragments into big pieces by making virtual
machines assembled in the same physical machine.

4 Performance evaluation

In this section, we present the performance results of the implementation. Firstly,
we evaluate the throughput of ADVE compared with classical grid implementation,
Secondly, we evaluated the reliability of application deployed on ADVE. Finally, we
present the performance for the VEE manager.

4.1 Throughput

As mentioned above, ADVE is implemented with Globus virtual workspace. ADVE
uses Xen (Version 3.0) as the implementation of the virtual machine. The grid ser-
vices and infrastructure are implemented by using GT4 (Version 4.0.5). The VM
image is Debian (Version 3.1) with the size of about 1 GB. To stage a VEE, the VEE
Manager transfers the virtual machine image (including description metadata and the
implementation-specific image) from the VEE Repository to the host node by using
GridFTP [2]. One node at the Wuhan site of ChinaGrid [18] is chosen to evaluate the
throughput of ADVE. The node is equipped with a 2.33 GHz Xeon CPU, 4 GB mem-
ory, and 60 GB disk. The node is configured to run single-CPU guest VMs. Once
the transferring of VM image is complete, the VEE Manager waits for the VEA to
start the VEE, which includes creating a VEE resource, loading the VM image into
memory, and booting the VM.

The performance impact of virtual machines on applications has been shown to
be small (typically under 5% of slowdown) for different application classes [3]. In
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Fig. 5 Throughput of ADVE

our evaluation, we first explore the throughput of the adaptive implementation. In our
preliminary evaluation, we explored the performance impact of different ways of us-
ing VMs as part of grid infrastructure. We also conducted a preliminary evaluation of
VM usage with applications. The application service is an image grey transformation
algorithm, and the request of a user is a call to rend a image on specific grid resources.
The throughput between ADVE and the grid system without adaptive VMs is shown
in Fig. 5.

In Fig. 5, the x-axis shows the numbers of request in one minute, the y-axis shows
the throughput in one minute. From Fig. 5, we can see the following:

(1) If the number of requests in one minute is less than 10, the throughput of ADVE
and the grid system without adaptive VMs are almost the same, and the through-
put grows linearly. This shows that when the pressure for user requests is not so
high, ADVE and the grid system without VMs perform almost the same. Also,
we can see that the throughput of ADVE is a little lower than the system without
VMs; this throughput difference comes from the small overhead of VMs.

(2) If the number of requests in one minute is more than 10 and less than 17, the
throughput of ADVE is lower than the system without VMs. The reason for this
is that ADVE will create new VEEs to improve the throughput, while the deploy-
ment of VEE will create new overhead, and the throughput will decrease.

(3) If the number of requests in one minute is more than 17, the throughput of ADVE
is much higher than the system without adaptive VMs. The reason for this is that
there are more VEEs to handle the request, and the throughput grows.

(4) There are three decreasing arcs in the line describes the throughput of ADVE in
Fig. 5. The reason for these decreasing is that ADVE is creating new VEEs, and
the deployment of a new VEE brings extra overhead, while the numbers of VEEs
does not change during the deployment process.

4.2 Application reliability

The second evaluation explored the reliability of applications on ADVE. The eval-
uation environment is the same as illustrated in Sect. 4.1. We ran image grey trans-
formation program, the failure-free execution time is about 60 seconds. We set the
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Fig. 6 Reliability of image grey
transformation program

checkpoint interval of the application is about 6 seconds, and the checkpoint over-
head and the recovery time from the checkpoint image are about 0.5 seconds. We set
the down time of the grid middleware and the VEE as 60 seconds. The evaluation
results are shown in Fig. 6. We experiment one thousand jobs for each mean time to
failure (MTTF) testing, and the execution time in Fig. 6 is the mean time of these
executions. Figure 6 shows the relationship between the execution time and the mean
time to failure. In Fig. 6, the x-axis shows the MTTF, the y-axis shows the mean time
of these executions. From Fig. 6, we can see the following:

(1) When the MTTF is less than 60 seconds, the execution time over ADVE is much
less than the system without adaptive VMs. This shows that ADVE is suitable for
long-duration jobs over unreliable grid environments.

(2) If the MTTF is longer than 120 seconds, the execution time difference between
the ADVE and the non-adaptive system is very small. The difference in decreas-
ing can be explained as this: an application runs over a reliable environment can
get a good reliability, so the improvement will not be so obvious. Figure 6 also
shows that the execution time over ADVE is a little smaller than over nonadap-
tive systems; this shows that an application can more reliability of the applica-
tions even over reliable environments with ADVE than with nonadaptive system,
despite of the extra overhead of ADVE.

4.3 VM deployment

VM deployment is a time consuming work in ADVE, we evaluate the deployment on
an IBM HS21 cluster at the Wuhan site of ChinaGrid, each HS21 node is equipped
with 2-way, 4-core Intel Xeon CPU E5345 2.33 GHz and 8 GB memory, and each
HS21 node features 73 SCSI hard disk. The HS21 nodes are connected with a Giga-
bit Ethernet network and a 10 Gbps Infiniband. We evaluate three VM deployment
methods: (1) create blank images and install operating system; (2) create images by
duplicating from VM templates; (3) create incremental image based on VM tem-
plates. We are trying to deploy a certain number of VMs with Windows XP installed.
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Fig. 7 Time for deployment

Each VM is allocated 1 processor and 512 MB memory. On each single node, we
deploy 4 VMs at most, thus the deployment time would not be extended due to slow
response of overloaded nodes.

Figure 7 shows the deployment time of three different methods. From Fig. 7, we
can observe that installing operating system for all VMs is a time-consuming work,
about 40 minutes for each VM. By duplicating from VM templates, the VEE manager
reduces the deployment time to approximately 6 minutes per VM which accounts for
1/7 of that of manual deploying. The deployment time is dramatically decreased
again by utilizing incremental images; the average deployment time is just 0.3 min-
utes per VM which only accounts for 1/20 of the second method and accounts for
1/120 of original method. Besides the shortening of deployment time, the I/O con-
sumption is also reduced, which is an important feature for running data-intensive
applications.

To evaluate the overhead for incremental deployment, we run vBench [29] in each
VM and compare the result with that of a VM using a nonincremental image. The
overhead is shown in Fig. 8.

From Fig. 8, we can observe that the disk I/O overhead is around 10% if there
is only one incremental image basing on a VM template. When the number of VMs
sharing one base image is increased, the average disk I/O overheads slowly decrease
and reach the bottom of 5% at the point of 20 VMs. The reason for the decreasing
of overheads is that Linux caches disk blocks, which leads to an improved perfor-
mance for a frequently accessed base image. The result shows that the incremental
deployment in the VEE manager is suitable for large-scale grid environments.

5 Related work

For the flexibility of resource management and user management, the use of the vir-
tual machine is very popular in grid computing. Figueiredo et al. [13] proposes an
overview of merge virtual machine and grid computing. The In-Vigo project [1] [21]
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Fig. 8 Deployment overhead

made substantial progress in this direction while the Virtuoso [27] and VIOLIN [17]
projects explored networking issues arising from use of VMs in this setting. Globus
virtual workspace proposes the virtual workspace (VW) abstraction to describe such
environments and showed how this abstraction can be implemented by using virtual
machines for grid computing [20]. Sotomayor et al. propose a system, Haizea, com-
bining batch execution and leasing using virtual machines [25], which implements
leases as virtual machines (VMs), leveraging their ability to suspend, migrate, and
resume computations and to provide leased resources with customized application
environments in a cluster. ADVE share some features of Haizea. Attempts to capture
requirements of an execution environment to some extent and automate their deploy-
ment have also been made before, for example, the virtual appliance project [24] uses
virtual machines configured based on descriptions in a configuration language to ease
administrative burden, and the Cluster on Demand (COD) project [7] allows a user
to choose from a database of configurations to configure a partition of a cluster. The
Xenoserver project [28] is building an infrastructure for wide-area distributed com-
puting based on virtual machines similar to Globus virtual workspace. We differ from
these projects by our focus on the dynamic features of managing virtual execution en-
vironment for grid applications during the application runtime. OpenNebula [23] and
Eucalyptus [12] are two open-source projects, which aimed at building cloud comput-
ing [26] tool to manage the complexity and heterogeneity of distributed data center
infrastructures. These two projects do the similar work as the VEE in ADVE, but
ADVE address more on the adaptive issue for grid computing.

The adaptive computing is not a new concept, for example, an adaptive scheduling
method is presented in [4], while this method does not give full control of applications
to the developers. In [11], a Program Control Language is proposed, which provides
a novel means of specifying adaptations in distributed applications. Gorender et al.
presented an adaptive programming model for fault-tolerant distributed computing,
which provides upper-layer applications with process state information according
to the QoS [16]. In [5], a component-based autonomous repair management in dis-
tributed systems is presented, which provides the adaptive replication ability to man-
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age the subsystems. The related work has the similar concepts to ADVE, whereas,
ADVE focuses on providing an adaptive execution environment for grid applications
which targets fault-tolerance and load balancing for grid computing with adaptive
technology. DRIC framework proposed an policy-based fault-tolerance architecture
for grid applications [19]. DRIC has the similar concept to make a dependable grid
computing environment for grid applications as ADVE, while DRIC focus on provide
fault-tolerance technique for applications themselves with the help of the grid mid-
dleware, such as checkpointing the application, resubmitting the application, while
ADVE focuses on creating adaptive execution environments for grid applications.
An adaptive replication middle-ware is presented by MEAD research group [9]. Just
like DRIC, MEAD also targets the fault-tolerance of the applications themselves, not
the environments.

6 Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we present the design, implementation, and evaluation of an adaptive
and dependable virtual execution environment, ADVE. ADVE merges the idea of
adaptive computing and virtual machine technology to provide a virtual dynamic
execution environment for grid applications. ADVE deploys or undeploys virtual
machines over physical grid resources based on grid environment changes and grid
users’ requests changes, such as number of service requests changes, resource load
changes. The experiment conducted in this paper shows that ADVE can improve the
throughput of the grid resources and the reliability of grid applications comparing
with the classical grid environment.

Our future work includes the following directions: (1) We will improve ADVE
with more dynamic policies to enhance the reliability of grid applications and to
improve the flexibility of management of virtual machines. (2) We will improve the
performance of virtual machine image transferring with I/O scheduling technology.
(3) To improve the performance of the virtual machine deployment, we will design
new virtual machine deployment techniques, such as template inside memory.
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